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Seattle scene invades the U.K.
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Communicating goals

Staff Writer

Juniors Andy Aweida and
Victor Davis took office two
weeks ago, formally accepting
their charge to lead the Associated Students as President and
Vice-President at the Formal
Inauguration held last Thursday night.
Aweida comes to his presidency with a year of experience
in ASUPS, having served as
Senate Chair last year, a position which he says has made the
transition easier. Davis draws
his leadership experience from
a year as treasurer of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon and other leadership roles in high school. Both
are business majors and believe
that their strong communication and organization skills will
help them succeed in their new
offices.
The idealism of their lofty
goals parallels the freshness of
their new stations. Aweida said
that communication will be his
top priority. "I'd like to get students involved so that they can
state theircompliments or questions after a final decision has
been made in any facet of the
university," he explained.

"Long books, when read, are usually
overpraised, because the reader wishes
to convince others and himself that he
has not wasted his time."
—E.M. Forster
March 3, 1994
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Logger men blast
Northwest College.
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Aweida said one of the best
ways to get involved is through
student committees and he encouraged all students to take
part in this aspect of government. He suggested that students contemplate what they can
get out of it now as well as in the
future. Serving on a student
committee can translate into
experience for a resume or meeting useful contacts. Aweida
plans to attend as many student
committee meetings and meetings of clubs and organizations
as he can manage. "I want Vic
and Ito be involved," he said.
Davis hopes to improve the
image of ASUPS on campus. "I
guess I'd really like to increase
the credibility of ASUPS to the
average individual coming to
UPS. The only way to do that is
through communicating what
we do and the value it provides
to students."
The installation of E-Mail
would provide one means of
improving communication for
students and faculty to ASUPS.
Aweida and Davis would like
to install E-Mail in the offices
of ASUPS and would like to see
it reach every office on campus.
see

GOALS

Construction commences

DIG DEEPLY AND WEAR A HARD HAT—University members break grounds for the new Fitness
and Wellness Center on Friday, Feb. 25. Administrators hope the center will be completed in six
months,The..tvyo-story building at the side of the Fieldhouse will consist of a weight room, aelobiLs
room, locker rooms and offices. A softball field will also he a part of the new athletic center. The
center is being funded in part by a $1.8 million anonymous challenge gift and in pan by personal
donations from each member of the hoard of trustees.
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Hall leaves legacy of memories
Phillip S. Hall, 36, died of cancer on
Saturday, Feb. 26, 1994. Hall was a faculty member at Puget Sound where he
taught Speech Communication. His interest in creative learning and teaching strategies led to additional work with the Center for Writing and Learning on campus.
Before 1990, Hall taught in Oregon
afterearning a Master's from Oregon State
Univ. in 1988. He earned his B.A. from
Central Washington Univ. in 1981.
Hall is survived by a loving family
including his wife, Julie; sons, Jarrod, 10,
and Jordan, 7. He will be missed by many
caring friends, colleagues and students.
Because of his commitment to higher
education, a memorial fund has been established for the education of his children.
In lieu of flowers, gifts may be made in
Hall's name at any First Interstate Bank.

A remembrance
JBy David Droge
Professor of C&TA

Last Saturday, while attending a professional conference in San Jose, I learned of
Phil's death. The news of his passing,
although not unexpected, was devastating. We knew that he was finally at peace,
and that his pain and discomfort had ended.
But just a year ago, Phil had attended this
same conference. There he and I had conducted a workshop on "Mind Mapping"
for other college speech teachers, and he
had organized a session on using Star Trek
to teach about intercultural communication. He was surprised to find such an
enthusiastic reception from other university professors for these two great passions of his professional life. Phil returned
from the conference enthused about opportunities to present his ideas to his peers.
His illness cut short those plans.

We have an empty space in our future
where Phil ought to be. It is hard to
believe he was with us for less than four
years. He taught us all so much in such a
short time. I remember his first presentation on mind-mapping. Phil described
mapping as a way for him to survive
graduate school. So when we encouraged him to share his knowledge with
other faculty and students in our department and in the Center
for Writing and Learning, he thought we were
doing him a favor. Actually, we were trying
to get as many people as
we could to share in this
treasure he had found.
More than a technique
for studying, Phil's approach to mind mapping
opened up new ways for
us to talk together about
learning and teaching.
When I go in to work
every day I still expect
to hear his big booming laugh echoing in
the central staircase in Jones. Phil and I
worked together on a lot of projects; he
called me his "partner in crime." I never
felt better about my own abilities than
when I worked with him. If love helps us
see the "better angels of our nature," then
Phil loved many of us well. Under his
care we thrived. We are better students,
better teachers and better people because
he worked with us. We will miss him.
When I think of Phil, I want to remember him where he seemed happiest, sitting with another person at the round
table outside our offices. He would take
out his colored pens and his pad of art
paper. "Fi rst," he would say, "write down
your topic in the middle of the page. Now
draw a picture . ."

Star-gazing
encouraged

For Phil

ClBy Nat Whitman

OBy Brynn Starr

Staff Writer

Senior C&TA Major

Have you looked up? Did you
notice a large egg seven stories
above campus on Thompson
tower. This "egg" is the new
university observatory, ready to
hatch a wealth of insight and
data.
The university is now operating a low-cost, computer-interfaced telescope in the observatory.
According to Bernie Bates,
project di rector,"We' re the first
small college on the west coast
to install a computer controlled
research grade telescope."
Bates said he hopes the observatory will provide students
with a facility where publishable data can be collected using
superior equipment.
Bates conceived this project
because the University lacked
any equipment of its type.
The Murdock Charitable
Trust stimulated Bate's idea for
this observatory when it offered
the University of Puget Sound
money for inexpensive grant
proposals. The Instrumentation
and Lab Improvement Department of the National Science
Foundation provided the second half of the needed funds.
The 10" diameter Meade
Telescope is unique because it
communicates with a computer
using a digital interface.
The m ain instrument is a CCD

Outstanding teachers touch students'
lives every day at the University of Puget
Sound. As students of Phil Hall, we are
grieving the loss of a professor, an inspiration, a friend. As our
teacher, he impacted all
aspects of our lives, going beyond the classroom
door and reaching out to
us on a personal level.
Phil's lessons, in and
out of the classroom affected a significant number of Puget Sound students. Taking a Group
Decision Making class or
Presentational Communication from Phil entered
us into a new world of
Star Trek and "Mind
Mapping." His style sparked enthusiasm
and laughter into our lives each day. The
inviting atmosphere Phil created brought
out the best in each of his students. He
loved us for our strengths and individual
qualities. He appreciated our diversity.
Outside of Jones, Phil added just as
much to our community. We will remember him for his shared faith at Young Life
and by memories of mountaintop hikes. In
every situation Phil created a positive difference and held a lasting impression.
All students of Phil Hall experienced a
unique, challenging and rewarding opportunity. They will never forget the energy
and enjoyment of his classes. To say we
will miss him greatly is an understatement. We will treasure his advice and
forever hear his laughter.

see
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PEN FORUMS & CAMPUS EVENTS
for the week of March 4—March 11

BLP hosts a seminar on "Advertising & Society," with lecturer Mr. Hank
Barber, executive vice-president/general manager of McCann-Erickson Advertising, in Mc 213, at 3:00 p.m. on Tues., March 8,.

P

HOTO POLL

What's the difference between fitness
and wellness?

Rebecca Page's Honors thesis, "Confidence-men & Guide-books: The Conclusion to Herman Melville's Dissatisfying Search for Faith," will be presented on
Tues., March 8, at 4:00 p.m. in the Shelmidine Room.

"Wellness is when
you are not sick
and fitness is when
you can run a
marathon while
wearing jeans."
—Mina McLean

Free samples of food that reflects the culture of the people of Hawaii will be
available at a table in the SUB on Tues., March 8, at 6:00 p.m.
Makai Ellis presents her Honors thesis, "British Women's Literature of World
War I: Non-Conformist Ideas in a Whirlwind of Nationalism," on Thurs.,
March 10, at 4:00 p.m. in the McCormick Room.
All are welcome to the Occupational Therapy/Physical Therapy Job Fair,
Friday, March 11, in the Rotunda from noon to 4:00 p.m.

Ozone destruction kills...frogs
❑By Ric Cantrell
Staff Green Writer

For a decade now, herpetologists have been mystified by
the drastic decline in amphibian population. Scientists at
Oregon State University may
have solved part of the mystery. This time it is not shopping malls, logging or pollution
causing these deaths, it is ozone
depletion. As the ozone layer
thins, certain species of frogs
without natural protection
against UV radiation are in danger.
OSU scientists studied the
eggs of ten different Pacific
Northwest frog species. Among
other finds, they learned that
the Pacific tree frog,
the Western toad and
the Cascades frog all
lay their eggs in open
water where the sun
hits them.
The importance
of photolyase. The
Pacific tree frog eggs
have large amounts
of photolyase, an enzyme that protects
against UV radiation. However, while
the Western toad and
Cascades frog eggs
also have

photolyase, they possess much
lower levels of the enzyme.
The difference between the
species is that the Western toad
and Cascades frog have been
disappearing and have been submitted for protection under the
Endangered Species Act. The
Pacific tree frog is doing just
fine.
OSU researchers tried putting shades that block the UV
rays on the eggs. There was no
apparent effect on the Pacific
tree frog hatchings, but there
was a drastic effect on the other
two species.
The results of their four-year
study were published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.

An important find. This has
taken the world by surprise.
People know there are ozone
problems in the arctic regions,
but this hits closer to home.
Andrew Blaustein, zoologist
and the OSU project's lead researcher said, "We are looking
at natural levels of UV, and it's
killing these eggs. If it's killing
frog eggs, it is probably also
having an effect on the plants
and invertebrates and fish. The
implications are pretty broad to
other organisms, including humans."
The UV seems to be killing
frog eggs, what effect is it having on us? We don't know about
the biological effect, but one
political effect to look for will
be more pressure to
stop production of
CFCs and other
chemicals thought to
damage the ozone
layer.
Matthew Cohen, an
English major at
Puget Sound, voiced
an aspect of the
ozone/frog issue.
"It used to be you
could eat fifty or sixty
of them things, but it's
getting to where they
just don't taste good
anymore," Cohen
said.

"Fitness is a physical wellness and
wellness is a mental fitness."
—Joshua Bickle & Lara Victoria

"Fitness is an ambiguous standard.
But wellness is a
state of mental
tranquility."
—Arlo Pelegrin

"If you want to
reach wellness, you
have to be fit in
your mind, soul
and body."
—Laura Rasmuson

CRIMES ON CAMPUS
25 February, 6:00 a.m.

Plant reported a vending machine in Thompson Hall appeared
vandalized.

25 February, 4:09 p.m.

A student reported the taillight on her vehicle was broken. She
believes the damage occurred while her vehicle was parked near
Smith Hall on North Lawrence Street.

25 February, 9:35 p.m.

The Hall Coordinator in Register reported several bathroom
signs missing from bathroom doors in the hall.

28 February, 12:30 p.m.

A student reported his vehicle was hit by several eggs while it
was parked on North 10th Street.

28 February 1:10 p.m.

A student reported his vehicle was the victim of a hit-and-run
accident while it was parked behind the Sigma Chi fraternity.
The vehicle received a large dent to the driver's side door.

t

Note: Approximately five windows on campus were broken by snowballs.
Submitted and edited by Todd A. Badham, director of Security Services

"Fitness is a physical well-being
while wellness is a mental
well-being."
—Andrew Garabedian & Matt Fields
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"We want to get e-mail into this
office so that students can get in
touch with us, especially after
hours," Awcida said. "E-mail
is a major avenue of communication and it'd be an added advantage for students and us."
Another potential advantage
for students is the work of the
senators. Both Aweida and
Davis anticipate successful interaction with Senate. "Right
now, the chemistry is at an all-

"The bottom line is
this: we are here to
serve the student."
—Vic Davis
time high," Aweida said. "They
had an amazing Senate retreat
in February. [Outgoing President] Jason Welts had brought
up ideas of restructuring and
that is something I'll always be
willing to look at. Right now,
we're just getting settled in and
are appointing committees.
Restructuring government has
lots of advantages but there are
other things to look at, too. We
need to restructure attitude more
than anything"
The first two weeks in office
have been relatively smooth for
Aweida and Davis and the two
credit their working relationship with each other and with
the rest of the ASUPS office for
the smooth transition. Both encourage students to address any
complaints, compliments and

concerns to either of them at ently scared of change—trust is
Davis took his final thought
any time. "We are very ap- always an issue—and we need from a quote by Dale Carnegie
proachable—we have a total to look at rebuilding any bridges who said that the only one who
open-door policy," Davis said. that might have been scorched." can prevent you from ultimate
"The bottom line is this: we are
Whatever changes the new success is yourself. "I'd like to
here to serve the student."
year may hold, Aweida and use that mentality and press it
Aweida added that "we're Davis are confident of the suc- upon the Senate. Our abilities
here to work alongside with the cess of ASUPS and the univer- are limitless—the only one who
administration but we will never sity. "I think we are heading for can prohibit us from ultimate
lose sight of the fact that we a lot of good," Aweida con- success is ourselves," Davis
represent and stand for students' cluded.
said.
voice and needs."
Aweida said that working together is also important to his
goals while serving as president. "Vic and I have known
each other since freshman year
in Seward Hall and we've spent
a lot of time together. We are
definitely on the same page."
The two agreed that they have
"an incredible friendship based
on a balance of personality and
a working relationship which is
incredibly balanced. Together
we're able to get the whole picture."
Part of taking in that whole
picture will be dealing with the
changes which the university is
undergoing this year. "The
greatest challenge for us this
year is being in such a time of
transition," Davis said. "There
are changes in the Business Department, upgrades in the Athletic facilities, the transfer of
the law school...we need to E
consider the image being portrayed by the university. These 2
might be great program moves, _9
but what kind of image is it
portraying?"
SPEAKING FROM THE HEART—Vic Davis and Andy Aweida hope
Aweida continued that it is
important for everyone to do it to inspire ASUPS to reach new heights of communication. The newly
together. "People need to know elected ASUPS senate officers were officially sworn in at the
all the facts. People are inher- inauguration dinner, Thursday, Feb. 24.

camera containing 90,000 pixels (light sensitive detectors)
that transfers the electronic image onto the computer.
"The computer tells the telescope where to look and it also
talks to instruments," said Bates.
This computer, located in a
room below the observatory, is
a top-of-the-line p.c. compatible. It provides enough power
to edit, and analyze video images from the telescope. This
gives astronomers the ability to
control data and reveal images
that would normally be faint to
the human eye.
Bates said there are two reasons why people normally do
not place telescopes on the tops
of city buildings. First, buildings usually shake. "Any large
structure is going to vibrate.
The frequencies of the vibrations in this building don't affect the quality of the images."
Bates also said city light usually interferes with star light.
"We can see objects that are six
times fainter in the country than
we can see in this building,"
Bates said. He added that the
telescope will allow a person to
see images 2500 times fainter
than what you could see with
your naked eye from Tacoma."
Currently "several students
are working on projects...We've
moved into a production mode
with the telescope," said Bates.
As an experienced core staff
is developed, the telescope will
become increasingly available
to students. The staff will help
students from a variety of technical experience backgrounds
perform observations next fall.

Just a little point of clarification:

KUPS
•

is
OFF THE AIR
indefinitely
due to technical
difficulties.
The "Better Than Static" radio station will return
For updates & announcements, watch the Tattler & the KUPS bulletin board

RTS
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Swimmers lose Parrish to
illness on eve of Nationals
By Jon Wolfer
Sports Editor
Despite the sudden illness of
top contender Michelle Parrish,
the Puget Sound men's and
women's swimming teams still
expect to make their presence
known at the NAIA National
Swimming and Diving Championships.
Parrish came down with
chicken pox earlier this week
and will not participate in the
meet. With the third-best time
in the nation in the 50-yard
freestyle, Parrish's absence will
put the Loggers' Kristin Watson
in the spotlight.

Watson was no pushover in
the 50 freestyle herself, posting
the nation's fifth-best time in
the event in 1994.
Parrish was also strong in the
100 butterfly and 100 breaststroke and expected to place
high in all events as well as in
the relay events.
Puget Sound's hopes now lie
with Watson, Amy Miller, Jennifer Kuhn, Amy Peterson and
the other members of the squad
at the Championships running
through Saturday at the King
County Aquatic Center in Federal Way.
On the men's side, expectations are high for top finishes

from Rich Butler, Kirk
Abraham, Roger Woods, Greg
Kabacy, Ace Blair, Marc
Kincaid, Don Frye and their
Logger teammates. Woods is
the defending national champion in the 100 backstroke, Blair
in the 1650 freestyle and Kabacy
was tops in the 200 backstoke
last year.
Puget Sound looks to dethrone Drury College from
Missouri, the six-time defending men's national champion
and two-time defending
women's champion. The Loggers were runners-up in both
the men's and women's divisions in 1993.

Tickets for the 1994 NAIA Swimming and Diving
Championships are on sale at the Athletic Office at
Memorial Fieldhouse. The meet is co-sponsored by the
University of Puget Sound and Pacific Lutheran
University, and will be held at the King County
Aquatic Center in Federal Way March 2 through 5.
Prices are as follows:
All Session Tickets
Adults
$25
Students
$15
Single Session Tickets
Adults
$5
Students
$3
**Available at Aquatic Center only, on day of session.
Please call the King County Aquatic Center (9275173) for directions or the Athletic Office (756-3140
or X3140) if you have any questions.

Loggers defeat Simon Fraser, face.L-C State
By Seth "Bob" Donsker
Assistant Sports Editor
Whitney Dixon scored 17
points and Matt Droege added
15 points as the University of
Puget Sound defeated Simon
Fraser University in the first
round of the NAIA Pacific
Northwest Region playoffs on
Wednesday night at the
Fieldhouse.
The game was close in the
first half with neither team taking more than a three-point lead
until Simon Fraser's David
Munro hit his second threepoint basket of the game to put
the Clansmen up by four with
three minutes left in the half.
After the Loggers' Brian
Vukelich made one of his two
free throw attempts, the Clan's
Anderson hit another threepointer to put the Clan up by
five.
The Loggers' Manny Martucci
broke out of his three-point
shooting slump to answer with
a three of his own. Martucci
was 2-for-3 in the game from
long-range and had eight points.

The Loggers trailed 41-37 at
halftime but scored the first
seven points of the second half
to regain the lead. Puget Sound
outscored Simon Fraser 12-2 in
the first four minutes of the second half to take a 49-43 lead.
That lead didn't last for long
as the Clansmen went back on
top 58-56 with 7:35 to go in
regulation on a Brian Leonard
lay-in. Marshall Bennett then
converted both ends of a oneand-one opportunity to put the
Loggers up for good with six
minutes remaining.
It was all Puget Sound from
then on as Simon Fraser's Munro
missed the front end of a oneand-one with 5:23 left to play.
Matt Droege then scored on a
beautiful post move to put Puget
Sound up by six.
Dixon had 10 rebounds to
complement his game-high 17
points. Martucci, Marshall
Bennett and Casey Irgens each
had eight points. Todd Doolittle
only managed seven points but
handed out seven assists. David
Munro scored 12 points to lead
Simon Fraser, and Russ Field

and Steve Anderson each had
11 points.
The Clan shot 53.6 percent
from the field in the first half,
but managed to convert only
27.6 of their shots in the second half and shot 40.4 percent
for the game. Puget Sound
made good on 42.4 percent of
its attempts for the game.
The Loggers will need this
momentum as they head into
the semifinals as the hottest
team in the region with their
fourth straight victory. The win
comes on the heels of a fourgame losing streak in the home
stretch of the season. Both
Lewis-Clark State and Western Washington lost their last
game of the season.
The Loggers will travel to
Lewiston, Idaho, to face LewisClark State College on Saturday night in the regional semi-

finals. The winner of that game
will face either Seattle University or Western Washington in
the regional finals on Wednesday, March 9. Seattle U. defeated Central 71-65 in Seattle
on Wednesday night. LewisClark State and Western both
had first round byes.
In a non-conference game
Saturday that proved to be a
warm-up for last night's win,
the Loggers took charge after a
shaky start and demolished
Northwest College, 108-84.
In their final regular season
home appearance, Casey Irgens
and Mike Jesch each scored 14
points, while Todd Doolittle hit
for five and dished out nine assists. Marshall Bennett was perfect from the field (for the second consecutive home game),
going three-for-three, all from
three point range.

Droege and Dixon also scored
in double figures for Puget
Sound, dropping 13 and 20 respectively. Freshman Manny
Martucci had nine points and
five steals.
Notes—The Loggers can host the
regional finals if and only if: they
don't lose, and both Lewis-Clark
State and Western Washington lose
their semifinal game. So don't hold
your breath.... Puget Sound is fifth
nationally in three-point shooting
with a 41.1 percent average....
Despite having identical 7-5 regional
records, Lewis-Clark State gained
the second seed in the regional playoffs as a result of the Warriors' defeat of top-seeded Western Washington last week. Here's to homecourt
advantage—the Loggers were victorious in Lewiston in January but
fell to the Warriors at the Fieldhouse
earlier this month.... Puget Sound defeated Simon Fraser in all three
games the two teams played this
season.

Loggers
named to allregion teams

NAIA Pacific Northwest Region
Men's Basketball
Final Standings

Western Washington

Lewis-Clark State
Puget Sound
Seattle U.
Central Washington
Simon Fraser
St. Martin's

W-L
11-1
7-5
7-5
6-6
6-6
3-9
2-10

Pct. Overall
.917 22-6
.583 17-11
.583 19-10
.500 17-13
.500 12-17
.300 14-17
.167
7-21

Playoff matchups:

Puget Sound def. Simon Fraser 76-67
Seattle U. def. Central Washington 71-65
#1 Western Washington, #2 Lewis-Clark State have
first-round byes
Semifinals (Saturday, March 5)
Seattle U. at #1 Western
Puget Sound at #2 Lewis-Clark St.
Finals (Wednesday, March 9)
At highest remaining seed; winner to NAIA Nationals

U8.1.1139 U ILIOr

First Round (Wednesday, March 2)

THE BEST IN THE REGION—Matt Droege easily dunks in Saturday's
massacre of Northwest College. Droege was unanimously selected to the
all-Pacific Northwest Region First Team.

Matt Droegc was a unanimous selection to the all-Pacific Northwest Region First
Team and Whitney Dixon,
Todd Doolittle and Wendy
Davis were also named to the
all-region squads.
Dioege, a junior front Cottage Grove, Ore., was selected
to the team by the region's
.'coaches and was second behind Western Washington's
Dwayne Kirkley for the Player
of the Year Honors. Droege
was fourth overall in the region in shooting percentage
(80.2 percent) and filth in both
rebounding (6.9 rebounds per
game) and points (18.5 points
per game).
Joining Drocge on thc mert's
first team was teammate
Dixon. Dixon, a sophomore
from Tacoma, is eighth in the
region in points (15.5 points
per game) and shooting percentage (76.6 percent).
Doolittle was named to the
honorable mention by the
region's coaches along with
Davis. Doolittle was second
in the region in steals and
fourth in assists. Davis was
:third in steals and ninth in
field goal percentage.

(
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.Codger Spotlight:

By Steve Stone

Staff Writer

By Darin Padur
Sports Copy Editor
Last Thursday, junior James
Howell headed out to the mound at
the University of Washington campus for the first game of the season
for the Puget Sound baseball team.
He was summoned to face the
undefeated Huskies, a fitting challenge to add to the struggles he had
faced in the past. What happened
on the field on Thursday doesn't
matter. The real story didn't have
anything to do with who won or
lost or with the trivial statistics of
the number of walks, runs, and hits
the right hander yielded, but instead that Howell was on the mound
again.
This spring is the beginning of a
new season, and for Howell the
rebirth of a baseball career that,
along with his life, was in jeopardy
after a blood clot was discovered
in his throwing arm.
It was during spring break last
March on a road trip to Idaho when
Howell noticed his arm begin to
stiffen up. Being the competitor
that he is, he didn't think too much
about it.
But it got worse.
"When I was warming up, I noticed a sharp pain just under my
right shoulder, in my armpit area,"
Howell said, recalling how the incident began.
When he was stretching and
throwing he felt his arm begin to
tighten up in a manner "like it was
asleep."
Howell then let head Puget Sound
baseball coach Russ Anderson
know about the tightness so that he
wouldn't have to start the next
Saturday against Albertson College.
"He's not a complainer at all.
The mere fact that he isn't a person
who complains made me extra cautious," Anderson said.
"We had him just stretch and
throw lightly."
Howell's condition continued to
decline. After playing basketball
with some of the other teammates,
he noticed his arm turning a deep
purple. In addition to the odd coloration, he cou Id feel his right hand
was much colder than his left and
it was difficult to find his pulse in
his right arm.
Soon everyone began !o realize
the seriousness of the situation.
Coach Anderson recalls after seeing Howell's arm, "We told him
'Don't throw at all...don't do anything'." Howell was told to report
to the training room at Puget Sound
upon returning from the Idaho trip.
Howell was checked out at the
training room that Monday where
trainers examined him and tried to
take his pulse with his arm over his
head. Because they weren't sure
what the problem was, they instructed Howell to see team doctor
Stuart Freed the next day on Tuesday. After Dr. Freed examined him,
he made an appointment the next
day at Tacoma General Hospital to
see if there was possibly a blood
clot.
On Wednesday morning, Howell
underwent the necessary tests at
Tacoma General and it was determined that Howell had a blockage
in his right shoulder.
Not realizing the gravity of the
problem in his arm, Howell was
only concerned about being ready
for his next start.

"I said, 'I've got a game to pitch
next Saturday so do what you need
to do to fix it'," he recalled.
Hospital staff informed Howell
that he would be in the hospital for
the next five days, and Dr. Freed
informed Howell that his season
was over.
"I didn't realize [how serious
this was] until Dr. Freed told me it
was very dangerous and that they
were going to get it out of there,"
Howell said. "He then explained
that if I'd have thrown, it could
have dislodged and lodged in my
heart.
"That threw a major fright into
me."
Reflecting back, Coach Anderson still doesn't like to think about
it.
"My hair stands up on the back
of my head to think what could
have happened if we would have
had him throw."
Howell was put on blood thinning medication for three months.
On the Fourth of July weekend,
Howell underwent surgery to remove his first rib in order to ease
the strain on his shoulder vein.
The recovery process was not
easy for Howell. Being a competitor with a desire to return to the
diamond, he was motivated by the
prospects of playing again. He put
in the time required to regain his
strength and increase his flexibility.
"I tried to stay positive, but the
only thing I ever thought about
was not being able to come back
and play."
By the end of August he was
throwing again and ready to workout with the baseball team during
fall practices. At this point, Howell
began to get excited about pitching
and after seven months of pain,
frustration and doubt, he knew he
was ready to return.
Howell started the first game of
the season against the NCAA's nationally ranked University of
Washington Huskies. Although the
game didn't quite have a storybook
ending (the Loggers dropped the
first game 15-0 and the second
game 8-0), Howell's return to action was the important thing.
Coach Anderson was proud of
the Bremerton High School alumnus coming back to help the team
out.
"Right now he needs to get comfortable again. He's a bulldog,"
Anderson said. "He made some
mistakes mentally, but came right
back to get some guys out."
"I had two bad pitches," Howell
said about the two home runs he
surrendered. "I need to get some
work and start hitting my spots.
Right now I don't feel as strong."
But Howell is not satisfied with
just coming back to play after a
career-threatening injury. He has
more plans than just showing he
can still pitch.
"I wanna play ball. It's nice to
know I can play again, but I want to
shut other teams down."
For Howell, baseball has become more than just balls and
strikes, wins and losses. Baseball has been the motivational
focus of his recovery that kept
his attitude positive when it appeared he might have to give up
the game he loved. Ironically, it
was the same game that could
have cost him his life just a year
ago.

The Puget Sound women's basketball team closed out its regular season with a 90-63 loss to
Simon Fraser University at the
Fieldhouse on Saturday and a
66-38 victory over Northwest
College in Kirkland on Thursday. In the first round of playoff
competition, Seattle Univesity
defeated Puget Sound 82-71,
ending the Loggers' disappointing season.
The Loggers (2-10 NAIA Pacific NW Region, 7-22 overall)
were no match for the Clan's 6foot-5 center Emily Wetzel who
scored 30 points and grabbed 17
rebounds. Wetzel was 13-for-19
from the floor and had no trouble
shooting over the shorter Loggers.
The loss spoiled the last home
game for seniors Kristina Klarich
and Johanna Bay. Klarich scored
nine points on 4-for-6 shooting,
and Bay led the Loggers with 16
points and also had four rebounds.
Simon Fraser, which has won
the last four regional titles, dominated the boards, outrebounding
Puget Sound 47-25. The Clan's
Kim McLeod had nine assists
and also had six steals to comple- DAVIS HEADS UPCOURT—Wendy Davis brings the ball up the
ment her 11 points.
floor against Simon Fraser on Saturday night. Davis was named to the
The McLeod-to-Wetzel corn- all-Pacific Northwest Region Honorable Mention team.
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Upcoming
9-Come Events
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Men's and Women's Swimming —
Today through Saturday at King County Aquatic
Center (Federal Way); NAIA Swimming and Diving National Championships

410

et°

THE WEEK

Brent Chin

Men's Tennis —
Friday, 3 p.m. at Tennis Pavilion vs. Willamette
Saturday, 1 p.m. at Tennis Pavilion vs. Portland
State
Saturday, 6 p.m. at Tennis Pavilion vs. Lewis &
Clark
Women's Tennis —
Saturday, 3 p.m. at Tennis Pavilion vs. Lewis &
Clark
Sunday, 11 a.m. at Tennis Pavilion vs. Linfield

u esuer J BUI3

After garnering three singles
and combining in three more
doubles victories last week,
Brent Chin was selected the
Puget Sound/Dande Trophy
Company Athlete of the Week.
Chin dominated his opponents in singles play in his
three wins, two shutouts of 60, 6-0. The sophomore from
Mercer Island also paired up
with Jason Ritchie with three
doubles victories. Chin helped
propel the Loggers to a 5-1
start on the year.

Baseball —
Saturday, 1 p.m. at Burns Field vs. Pacific Lutheran

S()t":\1) RI I IRI N1I \ I' INN'I.SIING

PRINCIPLI S

HOOPS from page 5
bination worked all night for the
Clan. Simon Fraser's full-court
press created headaches for the
Loggers, who had 18 turnovers.
Puget Sound fell behind early in
the game, hindered by their 30.3
percent shooting in the first half.
Simon Fraser enjoyed hot shooting, 58.3 percent in the first half
and 60.6 percent in the second.
The loss locked Puget Sound in
the sixth playoff position, which
meant the Loggers were forced to
travel to Seattle University to face
the Chieftains in the first round of
the regional playoffs.
But the Loggers made a game of
it in Seattle before falling 82-71,
ending their season. Puget Sound
pulled to within one point with
3:57 to go in the game, but the

Chieftains then went on an 8-0 run
to take a 76-67 edge with 1:50 remaining.
The Loggers pulled to within seven
points, but could then get no closer.
The Chieftains shot an amazing 69
percent from the field in the second
half, 56 percent for the game.
Kelly Kaiser led Puget Sound with
21 points and also grabbed six rebounds. Wendy Davis added 20
points. Susan Overton and Johanna
Bay each had six rebounds.
Notes —The first-round playoff loss
was the second loss in a week to the
Chieftains, as the Loggers were blown
out at the Fieldhouse 98-65 last
Tuesday.... Bay and Molly Avery finished third and fourth respectively in
free throw percentage in the region.

NAIA Pacific Northwest Region
Women's Basketball
Final Standings

Simon Fraser
Lewis-Clark State
Seattle U.
St. Martin's
Western Washington

W-L
11-1
9-3
7-5
7-5
6-6

UNFORTUNATELY, THIS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

Pct. Overall
.917 23-4
.750 22-7
.583 16-9
.583 19-10
.500 20-8

Puget Sound

2-10

.167

7-21

Central Washington

0-12

.000

4-20

E

very year, a lot of people make a

huge mistake on their taxes.They
don't take advantage of tax deferral and
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they
could be saving for retirement.
Fortunately, that's a mistake you can
easily avoid with TIAA CREF SRAs.
SRAs not only ease your current taxbite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income—especially
for the "extras" that your regular pension
and Social Security benefits may not
cover. Because your contributions are
made in before-tax dollars, you pay less
taxes now. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the
,

-

Playoff matchups:

First Round (Tuesday, March 1)
Seattle U. def. Puget Sound 82-71
St. Martin's def. Western Washington 81-76
#1 Simon Fraser, #2 Lewis-Clark State have firstround byes
Semifinals (Friday, March 4)
St. Martin's at Simon Fraser
Seattle U. at Lewis-Clark State
Finals (Tuesday, March 8)
At highest remaining seed; winner to NAIA nationals

money you don't send to Washington
works even harder for you. Down the
road, that can make a dramatic difference
in your quality of life.
What else makes SRAs so special?
A range of allocation choices—from the
guaranteed security of TIAA to the
diversified investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity—all backed
by the nation's number one retirement
system.
Why write off the chance for a more
rewarding retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAA CREF
SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns.
-

Benefit now from tax deferral. Call our SRA hotline 1 800-842-2733, ext. 8016.

a

Ensuring the future
for those who shape its:
CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services. For more complete information, includolg charge., and expen,res,
call I 800-842-2735, ext. 8016 for a pro, pectud, Read the prospectus carefully before you inve.rt or send money

calendar
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CHEDULE OF EVENTS

March 3rd through 13th

DCompiled by Courtney Ferguson

Assistant A & E Editor

3

Play-Sophokles' Elektra continues.. .
2 & 8 p.m.
Call 756-3419 for more info.

Thursday

Campus Music Network-Sayra Runs the
Weasel
The Cellar (UPS)
10 p.m.
FREE
Flying Karamozov Bros.and Guests
Presented by ASUPS Cultural Events
Great Hall (UPS)
8 p.m.
Call 756-3419 for more info.
Play-Sophokles' Elektra continues.. .
8 p.m.
Call 756-3419 for more info.

Ballet-Mid-Winter Collaboration continues. . .
Pantages Theater
2 p.m.
See March 4 for more info.
Music-Concrete Blonde, The Oblivious
Under The Rail
2335 Fifth Ave.-Seattle
Call 448-1900 for more info.

6
7

4Friday

Monday

Music-Big Head Todd & The Monsters
Moore Theatre (all ages)
1932 2nd Ave.-Seattle
8& 11 p.m.
Call 443-1744 for more info.

The Heidi Chronicles
Presented by the Broadway Center for the
Performing Arts
Story of Heidi Holland-feminist and art
historian
Rialto Theater
8 p.m.
Call 595-5894 for more info.

Music-Glowing Heads, Mrs. Black, Innocent Mischief
Red Roof Pub (21&over)
12314 Pacific Hwy S.W.
Call 588-9446 for more info.
FREE show

Play-Sophokles' Elektra continues.. .
8 p.m.
Call 756-3419 for more info.
Music-Chicken Joe

The Organ at Noon-'Twixt Handel and
Bach
Midway between two birthdays...
Performed by Peggy Kelley Reinburg
Kilworth Chapel (UPS)
FREE

Saturday

Tacoma Young Artists Orchestra
Rialto Theater
Tacoma
7:30 p.m.
Call 627-2792 for more info. about tickets
and show

GREEKS & CLUBS
EARN $50-$250
for YOURSELF

Rita

up to $500 for your club!
This fundraiser costs nothing
and lasts one week.
Call now and receive
a free gift.
1-800-932-0528 Ext. 65.

1 2Saturday
Music-Give, TsidKenu,Flood,Jellyfinger
Red Roof Pub (21&over)
12314 Pacific Hwy-Tacoma
Call 588-9446 for more info.

Wednesday

Pianist-Keiko Matsui
Chart-topping jazz fusion
Will play with the UPS Jazz Band
Sponsored by ASUPS Cultural Events
Great Hall (UPS)
8 p.m.
Call 756-3419 for more info.

Musical-Forbidden Broadway
Rialto Theater
7:30 p.m.
Call 591-5894 for more info.
Opera-Marriage of Figaro continues.. .
3 p.m.
Call 627-7789 for more info.
Music-Sundaze Underground Dance Experience
Victory Club (21&over)
2803 6th Ave.-Tacoma
Call 272-8085 for more info.
Music-Medicine Hat, Give, Peace Frog
OK Hotel (all ages)
212 Alaskan Way-Seattle
Call 621-7903 for more info.

Campus Music Network-Ziegler
Cellar (UPS)
10 p.m.
FREE

Shoboat Tavern (21&over)
5037 N. Pearl
Call 759-9060 for more info.

5

Shoboat Tavern (21&over)
5037 N. Pearl
Call 759-9060 for more info.

13

1 OThursday

Ballet-Mid-Winter Collaboration
Presented by BalleTacoma
Pantages Theater
8 p.m.
Call 591-5894 for more info.

Music-James
Moore Theatre (all ages)
Call 443-1744 for more info.

Music-Little Nicky & The X-Men
Victory Club (21&over)
2803 6th Ave.-Tacoma
Call 272-8085 for more info.

Dance-Moonlight Serenade
Presented by Special Events
At a secret location
Shuttles leave from SUB each half hour
starting at 6:45 p.m.
From 7:30-11 p.m.
Call 756-3419 for more info.
FREE

9

Play-The Good Times are Killing Me
An inspirational comedy
By cartoonist and author Linda Barry
Tacoma Little Theare
8 p.m.
Call 272-2481 for more info.

Music-Fender Bender

Sunday

Play-Kiss of Blood
Tales of Edgar Allen Poe
Through March 26
The Empty Space Theatre
3509 Fremont Ave. N.-Seattle
Call 547-7500 for more info.

$1.98 Talent Show
Sponsored by Phi Mu Alpha
Lots of prizes
Cellar (UPS)
7 p.m.
Call 756-3419 for more info.

Jacobsen Series-The Americas
Jacobsen Recital Hall (UPS)
8 p.m.
Call 756-3419 for more info.

HARRISON FORB

11 Friday

THE FUGITIVE

Opera-The Marriage of Figaro
By Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
Pantages Theater
Tacoma
8 p.m.
Call 627-7789 for more info.

27.44 OCT81

c SON INC

Activist/Politics
Collect Signatures
cut denture care in half

Initiative 607
begin earning money
today
call 759-7320

EVERIMIEff
ROM sTAI T TO REN,

Discount Movie Guide
CAMPUS FILMS-The Fugitive
7 and 9:30 p.m. on Fri. (March 4th) and Sat.
(5th)
6 and 8:30 p.m. on Sun. (6th)
McIntyre 003 (UPS)
$1 with ID, $2 without
TACOMA WEST CINEMAS-Cool Runnings, Jurassic Park, The Fugitive,
Adams' Family Values, and The Three
Musketeers.
Call 565-6100 for more info.
All shows $1.25
AMC- Philadelphia, Sugar Hill, Reality
Bites, My Girl II, 8 Seconds, My Father
the Hero, Blank Check and On Deadly
Ground.
Call 565-7000 for more info.
All shows $3.50 for students w/ID
BLUE MOUSE-Iron Will, 6 Degrees of
Separation
2611 N. Proctor (formerly the Bijou)
Call 752-9500 for more info.
Shows $3 and $2 for students w/ID
RIALTO THEATRE-Top Hat
Sun. (March 6th) 1:30 pm & 4 pm
Call 591-5894 for more info.
Special: $3.50 for matinees
LAKEWOOD MALL CINEMASMy Girl II , On Deadly Ground ,Blue Chips,
Ace Ventura, Philadelphia, Mrs. DoubYire
10509 Gravelly Lake Dr.
Lakewood Mall
Call 581-5055 for more info.

Laser Show Schedule
All shows are located at the Pacific
Science Center at the Seattle Center.
All shows are $6. Tuesdays are $3.
Call 443-2001 for more info.
7:30 & 9 p.m.
Tuesday Laser U2
Wednesday Laser Hendrix
7:30 & 9 p.m.
Thursday Laser Metallica 7:30 & 9 p.m.
Friday & Saturday Laser Country
7:30 p.m.
Laser Floyd: Dark Side of the Moon
10:30
9 Pp.m.
Laser Metallica
Midnight
Laser Floyd: The Wall
Sunday Laser Zeppelin 7:30 & 9 p.m.
Saturday &Sunday Matinees
1&3 p.m.
Laser Space Odyssey
2&4 p.m.
Laser Sgt. Pepper's

NEw
R.:0AC TAPE

r Na

r

KILLS ROACHES
CONTINUOUSLY
VAIN ONE EASY
A./VOCATION

,

Blue
ouse
2611 N. Proctor

Jumping the Gender Gap:
Understanding the Opposite Sex
Book $5.95, Tape $5.95
both $10.95- PRIZM
P.O. Box 686Aberdeen , 98520

Starts Friday

Comprehensive test prep
from Steven Klein Co.
for a very
test.
Summer Japanese Study Thecomprehensive
course features eight, 4 hr.

Intensive 6-wk program at Lewis & Clark
College in Portland, OR July 18-Aug 28.
Earn 12 quarter his. Study lang. (all levels)
& culture with Japarese students on theme
-Nature & the Environment" Three-day
wilderness program included. Prior
language study pat required.
Oregon/Japan Summer Program
222 SW Columbia, Suite 1750
Portland, OR 97201
Tel. (503) 223-7938 Fax (503) 223-7946

to
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6:00 pm Nightly
111„._ra..„
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0
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Sat 8" S::

8:00 pm Nightly IsAf.3%

classes plus weekly tutorials.
The price—$395. Call now
for a free seminar. 524-4915.

IPGi

IR

STEVEN KLEIN
LSAT(and GRE)CO.
classes for June 13 LSAT begin 9, 19 +13
classes for June 4 GRE begin April 11
* Than

le is not drawn to scale unless otherwise indica ,

(Tickets are good for one show only)

Admission $3.00
01—$2.00 with ASB card—LFd
L
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•
Coffee accounts for $12 billion in annual
•
commercial traffic annually.
•
•
Nearly 2/3 the world's coffee comes from Latin ••
America.
•
•
Americans drink 1/3 of the world's coffee:
•
400 million cups a day,
•
20 million bags a year.
•
•
•
Coffee represents as much as 75% of some
•
countries' exports.
•
•
•
The coffee market is the second largest com•
modity market in the world—oil is first.
•
•••••• •••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••

Coffee talk • Students express their views on Java
By Tony Cesario
& Mike Hansen
Staff Writers

According to Clifford, the tends to favor mochas and lattds, added to the list of common dorm
espresso bar has a steady flow of says she will drink regular coffee room appliances. But there are
students for most of the day, but if she is going to be drinking for a lots of ways to make coffee, ranging from the simple, to the comIt's the "drug of choice" for there are two times when the bar long time.
plex,
to the obsessive. Students
And
stucollege students everywhere. It's is really hopping.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • dents tend to can percolate, drip, french press
"Before class
the late night companion for those
"Women tend to get spend hours at or boil. Some even make instant.
cramming the night before their and after class we
Whatever the method, or meShari 's drinkfinal. It is the epidemic that has are very busy—
nonfat more than
ing coffee and dium students generally get atswept the Northwest. What is it? especially before
men; men typically socializing. tached to thier favorite way of
For those of us who are longtime classes," she
"My best drinking coffee.
friends of this substance, the an- said.
get two percent
"Instant coffee is lame. Only
friends in the
swer is clear—or rather, brown.
Students are
For caffeine virgins, however, the not the only ones or whatever we have whole world wimps drink it," said C.M.
hang out Gonzalo, who says he'll only drink
answer is: coffee.
that enjoy the
ready."
there, so I do strong, black coffee made from
There are countless ways for convenience of
—Carrie, SUB
too. It is a freshly ground gourmet beans.
the coffee lover to consume his or espresso in the
Espresso maker
good place to "and adding milk is sacrilege," he
her favorite beverage. Mochas, SUB. Professors
lattds, cappuccino or a regular old are seen at the
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • talk," Carissa said, "bitterness is just a misunDouglass derstood flavor."
fashioned black Java, students can espresso counter
There are also many reasons
always satisfy their craving. How- pretty regularly, Heather said, but said.
"Coffee is very much a social why students drink coffee. Some
ever, among those on campus, the students out-number the profesthing," Amanda Arnold said. "Go- tend to be traditional, others rather
most popular forms seem to be sors in the coffee they drink.
Sometimes the SUB just does ing to Shari's or the WA to have bizarre.
found at the espresso bar in the
"I never used to drink coffee,
SUB.
not cut it for students and they coffee and just talk to friends for
"The most popular drinks seem tend to patronize the abundant hours is a great way to take a study but now I need it to stay awake
sometimes," Jeni Johnson said.
to be mochas and just regular va- coffee houses here in Tacoma. break."
Coffee is also a very portable Johnson is not alone in her need
nilla lanes. Vanilla mochas are (For a helpful hint on where the
also very popular," said Heather hot spots are, see the review on drug. Many a student carries an for a jolt of java in the morning.
Clifford, who works the espresso this page.) Coffee connoisseurs insulated mug full of the heavenly Many students said that they usubar everyday.
find many places to consume their elixer to class—especially the ally only drink a great deal of
"Nonfat vanilla mochas are re- favorite beverage. Ranking high eight o'clocks. With a mug stu- coffee in the morning or when
ally popular. Women tend to get among these choices are Cafe WA dents can pick up their coffee at they need to stay up late at night.
However, Rigel Ross has found
nonfat more than men; men typi- and, surprisingly, Shari's.
the SUB (with a nickel discount)
cally get two percent or whatever
"Shari's is a great place to drink or carry it all the way from home. a new way to enjoy his coffee. "It
Since the espresso craze, the can be used for edible erotic oil,"
we have ready. Some of the more coffee because you can go there
athletic men tend to choose non- with a lot of friends and it's close home expresso maker has been he said, with a grin.
••••••
•••• ••••
•
•
•
fat milk," said Kane Switzer, who and it's cheap," coffee consumer
•
•
•
•
••••••••••
also works at the SUB espresso Gretchen Haley said. Haley, who
oo
•
oo
counter.
••••••••••••••
as
• ••••••
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Juan Valdez depends on you:
Political economy and coffee
are so dependent upon. Ameri- tracting the beans, spreading them
cans drink one third of the world's out to dry and finally roasting.
There arc generally two syscoffee-400 million cups a day.
No question. I enjoy a warm Americans seem to prefer the mild tems of production: the large plantation and the
cup of java. I like coffee in the taste of Latin
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • small farmer.
morning after I have fumbled out American cofCoffee pl anof bed; I like it with dinner, with fee, source of
The coffee industry tations—hacidesert; I like it when I am study- nearly twoe ndas—e m ing. By drinking coffee, however, thirds of the
is known for having ploy
peasants
I enter into an economic relation- world's coffee
at a menial
one of the highest
ship with individuals in Latin crop. Europewage to pick
America who produce coffee—a ans tend to prerates of exploitation beans
during
relationship that in many ways fer darker, Afaffects the social well being of rican beans.
in the commodities summer harvests. Hacienthose I've come to depend on for Coffee conmarket.
das are run efsumption percoffee.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ficiently, usuEver since coffee was intro- capita in Latin
ally by foreign
duced as a medicine in Sixteenth America and
Century Europe, entrepreneurs Africa is low compared to Europe businessmen who buy fertile land
from the government. The hacihave capitalized on demand. To- and America.
It is not simply my decision to enda system brings huge quantiday the international coffee market is the largest commodity mar- have a lattd or not that ultimately ties of coffee to market and huge
ket in the world after oil. Many influences a Latin American's life. profits to businessmen.
Small farmers allot a few acres
early European colonists in Latin The social relationship is deterAmerica were coffee farmers, and mined by an economic one. This to the cash crop. The production
by the nineteenth century Latin relationship is heavily one-sided. of small-scale farmers does not
America, as a region, had special- I can choose to give up the coffee yield much profit, but they come
I get from Latin America with no to depend on the cash to buy ferized in coffee production.
One irony of the global capital- effect on my social well-being. tilizer and firewood. To be a cofist economy is that countries spe- On the other hand, a peasant cof- fee producer is to gamble your
cializing in coffee production do fee worker is depending on me livelihood. Coffee trees take five
not even consume the product they (along with the other 100 million years to bear fruit. By the time a
coffee drinkers) to consume his farmer is ready to go to market,
prices may have fallen far below
product.
According to Theodore Down- his expectations and needs. Forced
ing of the Bureau of Ethnic Re- to sell his coffee cheap, he research: "commodities markets mains in debt.
The coffee industry is known
not only move commodities,
(they) decide the fate of thou- for having one of the highest rates
sands of labors.... Seemingly un- of exploitation in the commodiimportant price changes and deci- ties market. When I buy a $1 laud,
sions in international investment three cents probably goes to the
farmer who grew the coffee. The
ultimately make and break social
relations of production at the indi- surplus value is appropriated to
vidual and human levels of social those making up the capitalist sector: landlords, middlemen, bankbehavior."
Being dependent on coffee pro- ers, retailers, government organiduction has proved lucrative as zations, etc.
The landless-peasant class
well as unhealthy for Latin Amerimakes up most of the coffee labor
cans. When prices are high, they
do very well. When prices fall, or force. People migrate from the
a disaster wipes out the crop, they highlands to the coast, doing seado very badly. Money borrowed sonal work on the haciendas.
to expand production cannot be Typical conditions on the plantapaid back and producers fall into tions are wretched, reminiscent
of slave labor camps.
F debt.
3 . Coffee production is very labor
(15
intensive, and has changed little
in the last hundred years. Most of
2 the steps that take the coffee in my
lattd from field to cup are done by
hand: picking the cherries, ex•
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The McOona/ds of coffee shops.
If Tempie of the Bean is a caffeine
monastery, these guys are caffeine
Missionaries The source for fresh
beans----thatstuff the grocerystores
need
sayg000'.
more?You've been there,
sell is/ no

Grounds

Yuppies canfor Coffee
be fun. Grounds
occupies the wedge-shaped
building downtown across th
the Pantages. A/so
street from
mafia
known as "the
staff
room" because of it's
spacious
living-room-like
sphere
complete with
atmong
formal lookeasy chairs. little expensive,
but an experience not to be missed.

The ladinos (landowning capitalists, usually of European descent), who own and run haciendas further exploit workers by
charging inflated prices at the
hacienda' s make-shift store.
Goods like cigarettes, candy, soap,
medicine, blankets and other desirable products are bought on
credit. At the end of the harvesting season, many workers collect
no wage because of their debt to
the store.
Why would anyone choose the
lifestyle of a coffee grower? It
may be a matter of surviv al. Many
of the landless peasants are indigenous peoples who were forced
off their land by the government
for coffee production by international capitalists. With no land to
provide sustenance, people are
forced to accept wage labor as a
means of survival. Many were
forced to adapt to the new wagelabor existence. The change has
had a cultural impact including a
breakdown of family structure,
and radicalization of some members of this class.
Latin American governments
provide the political structure for
the coffee economy at the expense of the well-being of their
people. Burdened by debt after
years of borrowing for "development" programs, they are forced—
by the International Monetary
Fund—to encourage exports and
cut domestic spending.
We exist in a global capitalist
economy with a division of labor
that requires a top and a bottom.
M Americans we are currently at
th: top. Latin Americans are at
the bottom. American consumers
would be hard pressed to find
goods not produced by peasants
in the third world.
So, for now, until I am ready to
give up imported food and go
naked because my clothes were
made in the third world, I see no
reason to give up my cup of morning coffee.
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Translation Tlektra'fies Greek tragedy
By Heidi Reichlin

Krajewska-Wieczorek's translation balances the poise of
Shakespeare with the clarity and
directness of contemporary style.
It's hard to resYet Radford still describes the
urrect the dead,
text as a difficult project for the
especially a worn,
actors to stage. After all, there is
stiltedGreck tragrelatively little action until the end.
edy like
The passion of the young woman,
Sophokles'
Elektra. Yet, with the aid of an Elektra, must carry the entire first
half of the play. Linnea L. Wolters
energetic new translation, the Inplayed this role so passionately
side Theatre cast has, with reasonable success, led Lazarus out of
that at times you just wanted to
the tomb.
shoot her with a tranquilizer. At
first her performance may strike
This world premiere of a new
translation by Carl R. Mueller and
you as overdone because all of the
other characte r s are so mellow,
AnnalCrajewska-Wicczorek is dibut her Elektra has the potential to
rected by Leslie Radford, a former
student
quickly grow on
of
Krajewskayou. Wolters sucWieczorek.
cessfully
elicits
"I certainly
"I
certainly
the shining percouldn't
have
fections and
couldn't have
whispering imasked fora cleaner,
asked for a
brighter, more acperfections that
tive text," said cleaner, brighter,
haunt this comRadford. "Not only
plex figure.
Within the play
is it stageable, but more active text."
it is alive and playlies
a picture of a
—Leslie Radford
modern dysfuncable, as the actors
found."
tional family:
I would have to
Elektra despises
her mother for killing her true
agree with her assessment after
father, whom she idolizes in
taking a look at older translations
memory as the perfect king while
which approach absurdity:
her mother describes him as "a
Elektra: 0 happy day!
Orestes: 0, happy, happy day!
callous, perverse excuse for a father."
Elektra: Thy voice I greet!
Insolent and angry, Elektra
Orestes: My voice gives greeting back!
passes all her days roaming the
palace grounds, forever railing
Elektra: My arms embrace thee!
against mother and step-father,
Orestes: May they clasp me aye!
lamenting the loss of her father,
(Translation by F. Storr, 1913)

First-time translator
speaks on Elektra'
By Heidi Reichlin
Staff Writer
Immediately after the opening
night performance, Elektra translator Anna Krajewska-Wieczorek
shared her thoughts on Sophokles'
Elektra, the Inside Theatre performance, and the task of translating
Greek plays into English. This was
the first time she had seen her
translation performed on stage.
"I've seen many productions of
Greek tragedies, most of them
poor," said KrajewskaWieczorek. "There are two kinds
(of successful interpretation): Full
of movement, sound and vibration, as in the modern Greek theater, or simple and intimate," she
said, adding, "Like here."
Krajewska-Wieczorek provided
some fascinating insight into the
modem history of Greek translation and the staging of Greek plays.
She explained that "the convention of Greek theater was really
unknown until recently." When
white Greek statues were first discovered by archaeologists, they
concluded that the Greeks wore
only white, but later found out that
the brilliant colors had worn off.
That is why Greek plays were
originally staged in white togas.
"(Translating Greek plays) has a
long tradition and not a very good
one," she explained. "It's all just
Greek but somehow it's all still
Greek to us."
Until recently, most English versions often came from Latin translations of the Greek, the double
translation distorting the original
meaning. She explained how, for
years, classical philologists made
laborious translations of the Greek
geared for academia, not for stage

production. Because few people
in theater knew Greek, this problem was not remedied until recent
years.
A former classical philologist
herself, she broke away from the
traditional perspective on translating only after pursuing theater
studies.
Now, "the language of tragedy
is the language of stage," she said.
"It is not for the reader. It is the
language of action. There are too
many words in old texts, too many
words for acting."
Krajewska-Wieczorek passionately defends the translator's right
to take liberties with the text. There
are many moments of ambiguity
in any given text when the translator must choose to interpret it in
one of a half a dozen ways.
"If we want to be understood, it
must be in the language of our
educated audience, but dynamic
and acting-oriented for today," she
said.
The script that the Puget Sound
cast used is a collaborative project
between Krajewska-Wieczorek
and Carl R. Mueller. This project
took them nearly 4 months. They
have also translated the three
Theban plays, OedipusRex, Oedipus at Colonus and Antigone.
Discussing the translation process for this play, KrajewskaWieczorek said, "I had problems
translating Elektra's lines. I did
not like her." She feels that
Klytaimnestra's arguments have
real weight, although she is only
given a few lines to explain her
side of the story.
"I dislike the disproportion of
the text. I think it's the weakest
work of Sophokles," said
Krajewska-Wieczorek.

puel aJeH q 08

Staff Writer

TRAGEDY REBORN—Directed by Leslie Radford, the production of Sophokles'
time in recent history a Greek tragedy was performed in the Inside Theatre.
awaiting the return of her long lost
brother and squabbling -with her
sister, Chrysothemis. Beautifully
played by Jenn Krokower,
Chrysothemis is both loving and
antagonistically sister-like.
Leslie Murray makes it difficult
to hate the mother, Klytaimncstra.
She just doesn't come across as
the evil murderess that her vengeful daughter makes her out to be,
which may cause you to lose sympathy for Elektra's increasingly
self-induced misery. Even
Aigisthos, her step-father, played
by Clayton Tejada, garners a measure of respect for the dignity with

which he meets his end. I hate to
ruin an ending, but hell, it's Greek
tragedy.
Elektra's brother, Orestes,
played by Jedediah Smith, is a
trusting, blandly heroic character. Jesse Hines, who portrays
Orestes' friend, Paidagogos, provides levity amid the heaviness
when he takes the stage for a ridiculously entertaining monologue.
Thankfully, the chorus does not
sing. Instead, the only music is the
enchanting melody of their speaking voices united. A simple and
effective percussion is intention-

Elektra marks the first

ally ambiguous at the opening of
the play so that the audience is
unsure whether it is hearing a thundering storm or the rolling drums
of an army. There is no ambiguity
of tone, however—it is definitely
ominous.
All in all, the production is not
bad. This is the first Greek tragedy
that Puget Sound has produced in
recent memory (i.e. the past five
years or so). There's not a lot of
action, but Elektra presents an intriguing character study Lazarus
is reborn, and he's taken his first
wobbling steps towards a new
realm of dramatic experience.

Welcome Kappa Kappa Gamma

Pledges

Jennifer Allison
Bethanie Bayha
Meredith Berryhill
Naomi Brock
Amy Bunker
Beth Byzinker
Christy Clapp
Ara Cusack
Jill Czarnecki
Whitney Gore
Anne Hiigel
Kim Hunt
Julia Kim
Lara Koerselman
Rachel Little

Angie Mahoric
Andie Manibog
Anmari Martino
Jenny Marx
Lara Pazemenas
Suzanne Sasten
Tara Schor
Erin Sharp
Annissa Shields
Jenne Snodgrass
Allison Spence
Kara Sundell
Irene Watts
Melissa Wentworth
Amy Wohlwend
Shari Yamamoto

And congratulations to our newest initiates
Tracy Burnham
Arlee Rodrigues
Kris Yoza
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Concert explores ethereal
ClBy Todd Starkweather
Staff Writer

❑By Katharine Dvorak

Grunge invades U.K.
I have attended a school near Seattle for almost three years and I have
never seen a grunge band perform live—in Seattle, that is. Living near
the birthplace of grange and witnessing its unexpected jump into public
attention, I feel cheated of that Northwest right of passage—seeing
grunge live.
Perhaps my age has something to do with my inexperience. I'm still
counting down the days until the bouncers at the over-21 clubs stop
laughing at my underage ID and have to let me in. One does not
experience frustration until one has lived the life of an underage music
lover shunned from the Seattle club scene. And I can't be the only under
21cr who would rather have a gaping wound doused with Tabasco sauce
than have to go through the torture of listening to another radio
advertisement for a "21 and over" concert by one of my favorite bands.
Needless to say, I have never before been so eager for another birthday
to arrive.
However, in London the bouncers don't care if you're only twenty. In
the U.K. you only have be eighteen to do all the things the United States
makes you wait until your 21st birthday to do. So it was in London where
I experienced my first taste of live grunge.
I like grunge music. I listen to grunge music. But while I was living in
London last semester, I was not homesick for grunge. In fact, I
desperately wanted to listen to the music coming out of London at that
time. When in Rome, so to speak.
Regrettably, most of the live venues featured bands that I was
previously familiar with, given my already strong affinity for British
music. But I didn't care. I had a craving for London nightlife, and any
band would suffice.
I managed to secure a Saturday night with two friends to go to the
Underworld, a club in northern London that annexed a pub called The
World's End.
The scheduled band that Saturday was Hammerbox. For five pounds
(approximately $7.50), we bought advance tickets to see this grungestyle band from nowhere else but Seattle. But even though I was hoping
to see a London band, I was excited to at least check out the club scene.
However, a short while before Saturday, Amber and Jeremy, the two
friends who completed our trio of Hammerbox fans, decided that a trip
to Octoberfest in Munich, Germany sounded a little better than Seattle
grunge. Since 1 couldn't go along with them on their weekend beerdrinking trip, they dumped their tickets on me with no one else to go
with. But still in the mood to be engulfed by loud music until my ears
rang for mercy, I went to the Underworld anyway, by myself.
Ten o'clock that Saturday in October, 1993 didn't find the Underworld crowded with fans of Seattle music.Perhaps Londoners weren't
impressed with Seattle, or perhaps London had already hopped onto a
different music-style bandwagon.
Even though I was a single female, relatively small-framed, and there
in a club alone, I felt safe, and did not feel out of place among the colored
mohawks, black garb, pierced body parts and Dr. Martins. No one
bothered me as I stood there with my pint of cider listening to the band;
not even the cute coat-check guy with the blue dreadlocks and nosering
looked at me weird.
After the band ended their set and finished two encores, I hopped on
the Underground and stopped by Tower Records to buy their album. I
paid twice as much for the album than I did to see them perform live, but,
hey, it was worth it. I now have something to remind me of my first live
venue of Seattle grunge, even if it was in London.

Pacific University offers an innovative twelve-month

FIFTH-YEAR

MASTER OF ARTS
IN TEACHING
PROGRAM
Classes and internships are offered in both the Portland and
Eugene areas. Join our growing programs leading to Oregon
licensure in Elementary or Secondary Education. Graduates
also qualify for initial licensure in Washington and California.
Campus program begins June 1994
Application deadline : March 30, 1994
Lane County program begins January 1995
Application deadline : October 1, 1994

PACIFIC
UNIVERSITY
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If you can't
stand dark and
gloomy music,
the type of music
where the bands
turn down the
lights, burn candles on stage and
play ethereal, atmospheric music
made for manic depressives, then
you wouldn't have enjoyed being
at the OK Hotel in Seattle last
Saturday night.
But if you enjoy exploring the
darker side of the human spirit
and love to listen to music made
for that exploration, than the OK
was the perfect place for you.
Three bands, Ninth Circle, The
Prophetess and Faith and Disease,
who all fit the Gothic mold forged
by bands such as Bauhaus and
The Sisters of Mercy, played the
OK late Saturday night.
The opening band, Ninth Circle
(a little reference to Dante,
maybe?), is a small, local band
from Seattle whose music revolves around dueling female/
male vocals, two guitars, a keyboard and a drum machine. The
sound is dark and ethereal with a
meticulously slow tempo.
The music itself is pretty decent
stuff. This band, however, could
use some training in the art of
stage presence. A live show does
not rely solely on the music. A
band's performance on stage is
just as important as the music
they play. This is a lesson that
Ninth Circle hasn't quite learned

yet. The music is just fine—I'm crooning. Otherwise, the show was
great.
sure I could listen to it in my stereo
I would strongly recommend to
and be quite pleased, but I grew
tired of watching them stand on anyone who loves music made in
the vein of the Sisters of Mercy to
stage as still as stone.
On the other hand, the second check out the self titled release of
band, The Prophetess, knows how The Prophetess.
It had passed midnight before
to balance great music with enerthe headliner, Faith and Disease,
getic stage presence to produce an
outstanding show. This Goth band took the stage, but my wait was
from Southern California, com- well rewarded. This band, which
posed of four males on drums, also hails from Seattle, performed
bass, guitar and vocals, played with a rare combination of beauty
music that rang full of dark and and power.
They had everything; the music,
atmospheric tones while remainthe voice, the aura. Even the stage,
covered with leafy branches,
candles and burning incense added
Members of the
to the medieval, picturesque perfection of Faith and Disease's peraudience may have
formance.
felt as if they were in
Members of the audience may
have
felt as if they were in the
the presence of somepresence of something holy and
thing holy and not of not of this world. People actually
refrained from applauding, fearthis world.
ing they might violate the beauty
of the moment.
Faith and Disease, consisting of
two female vocalists, a guitarist, a
ing sufficiently upbeat and fast.
Except for employing live drums, bassist, a keyboardist, a drummer
they seemed to imitate the style of and a violinist, played a set of
the Sisters of Mercy, which isn't a shifting and dynamic tunes. Song
bad thing. The Sisters define what content ranged from violins and
Gothic music is,after all. Any band vocals to screeching guitars and
that comes close to capturing the pounding drums. The set of songs
sound of the Sisters, like The was arranged skillfully so that the
Prophetess does, deserves praise audience was never bored by repand attention. They even covered a eti Lion.
The small, intimate setting of the
Sisters' tune, "First and Last and
Always," and did a pretty good OK added to the ambience of the
job, except that the singer's voice show. Except for some suspect
was too high to imitate Sisters' sound equipment,the performance
singer Andrew Eldritch's deep was perfection.

Treat yourself to a

hi et Sound Summer!

Nothing beats summertime in Puget Sound country. The weather is mild and sunny; the
scenery is spectacular; the pace slows down and people take time to relax and rejuvenate.
Summer Session at the University of Puget Sound is unbeatable for many of the same reasons.
The classes are smaller and more relaxed; the campus is gorgeous; parking is free and unrestricted—in short, the hectic pace of the Fall and Spring Terms is lessened.
The hallmark of Summer Session is the format of classes. Instead of taking four courses over
16 weeks, students take one or two classes over six weeks. Students often discover they prefer to
concentrate on fewer courses over a shorter period of time—a learning mode not available to
them in the Fall and Spring Terms.
The Puget Sound Summer Session gives you the opportunity to stay on track for graduation
by offering you a full complement of core courses as well as courses in particular majors.

Summer Session 1994 features
Courses in most departments.
Courses in key Core areas.
Prerequisite courses for classes offered next year.
Outstanding Puget Sound faculty.
Twenty-five percent tuition reduction.
Work-study preference given to Summer Session students
Tuition is charged on a per-unit basis in the Summer Session. For Summer 1994, tuition is
$1430 for one unit, $2860 for two units, and $3575 for two or three units. A unit - is equivalent
to six quarter hours or four semester hours of credit. Students registering for two or more
academic units may enroll in an activity class without charge.

Admission
Students who are not matriculated at the University in a degree-granting program may nonetheless register for Summer Session classes.

Registration
Students may register in advance by mail or up until the first day of any class. Registration for
Summer Session opens April 1 1, 1994.

OR E G O N

k

Office of Admissions : (503) 359-2218 or 1-800-677-6712

Summer Bulletins with complete course
information will be mailed to all
students early in Spring Term, 1994.

The University of

Puget Sound

CAMPUS EVENTS AND TRADITIONS
Presented by
The University of Puget Sound
Alumni Association
and the
Student/Alumni Committee
The National Alumni Board serves as the governing body of the 30,000 member Alumni
Association and is responsible for policy decisions, strategic planning and oversight of the
Alumni program.
A high priority for the Board is to work with and to support current students. Alumni are
active in student recruitment, career advising and mentorships.

`Alumni are ambassadors for the
University. They support the
traditions of Puget Sound while
promoting the present and future of
our school. It doesn't matter when
you attended the University or what
programs you were involved in.
What matters is that we all shared a
common experience—an education
at the University of Puget Sound."

Randy Bogrand '76
President of the National Alumni Board

The Student/Alumni Committee is working with the National Alumni
Board to build stronger communication between alumni and students.
For more information about the Student/Alumni Committee or the
Alumni Association, contact Jennifer Kreizenbeck '94, Chair of the
Student/Alumni Committee, at 536-8137.
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TO THE PAST...TO THE PRESENT...TO THE FUTURE
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Puget Sound
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Presidential elections
cheat public out of vote
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The Trail is published weekly by the Associated Students of the University of Puget Sound.
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The Trail, University of Puget Sound,
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SW Editorial

How does Puget Sound now?
very one of us, upon deciding to attend the University of Puget Sound, came across that now
infamously bad campaign slogan, "How does Puget Sound?" It graced the pages of the viewbook we
have all probably looked at, and we have all probably made fun of it at least once during our stint as
Puget Sound students. But bad slogan or not, we all chose to be here. For whatever reason, Puget
Sound did sound good to us.
But how does Puget Sound now? Is it everything you expected it to be? Did it surpass your
expectations? Or has it fallen short?
In the changing economic atmosphere from a once isolationistic view of a national economy to the
broadening horizons of a global economy, the college education we choose plays a significant role
in our success or failure after graduation. In today's world, would our best bet be to go to a technical
school and learn a specialized skill? Should we attend a university well-known for its strengths in
certain fields of study? Or how about a liberal arts education from a school such as Puget Sound?
We have all heard the rhetoric. A liberal arts education prepares us for our future. It makes us more
marketable in the work force. It allows for flexibility in career choice. It promotes understanding and
appreciation in a wide variety of disciplines, rather than only a specialized few.
According to Puget Sound, a liberal arts education "lasts a lifetime." The University prides itself
on being a small liberal arts college dedicated to preparing "well-rounded" graduates—graduates
who are capable of staying afloat in a vast labor pool. Theoretically, with a degree in the liberal arts,
one will have a basic competency in many disciplines, with maybe an emphasis in one or two specific
areas. At Pugct Sound, a chemistry major will also know how to write. An English major will have
had some experience in Thompson Hall. American politics majors will have examined different parts
of the world, maybe even applying a science class to the development of human political relations.
An economics major will perhaps have taken a poetry class to satisfy the fine arts core.
By definition, a liberal arts education provides "general knowledge." It is a malleable education,
unlimited and broad. It teaches us how to learn and how to continue learning, and facilitates
understanding of the world around us. Its emphasis is on "functional" rather than specific skills,
which, in the midst of a changing economy to one with a broad, rather than focused outlook, is
undoubtedly a valuable asset.
Where the world was once strictly industrial and depended upon specialized jobs, the emphasis is
now on information. We are entering an age in which communication, service, and a broad
understanding of the world is the key to success. Thus, a graduate who focused all of his or her time
mastering one specific skill may have a difficult time surviving in a global economy where one must
be responsible for many tasks, rather than just one specialized task. Changing career paths is also
difficult for the specialized graduate, whose only option would be to start from scratch in a different
discipline. A liberal arts graduate, however, would probably have an easier time changing careers.
While we may not leave Puget Sound with many specialized skills, we will leave with an aptitude
in several disciplines and will take with us skills in many areas. Given the changing economic world, a
liberal arts education is an extremely valuable commodity and the most rational educational decision.

Quest-ion of the Week:

t's the winter of 1994 in New
Hampshire and presidential politics never seem out of season. Sure,
the next presidential election isn't
until November of 1996, two and a
half years away, but that hasn't
stopped a herd of Republ ican presidential hopefuls from making New
Hampshire their third home.
Why have so many Republican
Senators and ex-Bush administration officials been so recently attracted to a small New England
state with a homogeneous population? The answer is simple: New
Hampshire is the first state to hold
a presidential primary in election
years. It becomes the springboard
to a long and grueling election
year, with the winner taking a decided advantage into the rest of the
primaries.
For up to two months the media
focuses on the campaign in New
Hampshire as if it were the presidential election itself. Candidates
are questioned and scrutinized endlessly as they try to sway New
Hampshire voters onto their bandwagon. All this might appear, on
the surface to be a bit overdone,
but if one looks at deeper historical and political facts, it is not hard
to discern why politicians seem so
preoccupied with a state that has
only three electoral votes.
No Republican has won the presidency without winning the New
Hampshire primary since its inception in 1952. New Hampshire
has also brought down political
giants like Bob Dole, Lyndon
Johnson and John Glenn. Had Dole
won New Hampshire in 1988,
George Bush would never have
been an American president. Also,
if Bill Clinton would have slipped
to third place in the Democratic
primaries in New Hampshire,
America would have a different
president today.
Those are some awfully heavy
ramifications if one considers that
they all revolve around a state with
a population approximately the size
of the greater Seattle area.
Is it just me, or does all this stink
of political corruption? I, for one,

my vote in the primaries if everything was determined months ago
in New Hampshire. If anyone in
the Western half of the country
thinks that their vote in the primaries matters, think again. For all
practical purposes, both the Republican and Democratic presidential nominees are chosen after the
New Hampshire primary and "Big
Tuesday," the third day of primaries in which most of the southern
states hold theirs.
To me, this seems to violate the
democratic principle of "one person, one vote." Why should people
in Washington state and other states
conveniently be nixed out of presidential politics or even bother voting in presidential primaries? The
battle is over and everyone knows
who is going to win. In just two
simple days, the New Hampshire
primary and "Big Tuesday" decide
who will be presidential nominees
before my turn at the voting booth
arrives.
The next logical question to ask
is, "Why are elections conducted
this way?" The answer can be summarized in one simple word: convenience. Presidential candidates
wouldn't want to bother themselves
with campaigning all over thecountry, so they effectively miniaturize
the national campaign into New
Hampshire and Southern states.
The problem of presidential politics extends beyond the primary
elections. A candidate with a majority vote does not win the general
election (which is a bit unusual in a
democratic republic), but wins by
garnering the most electoral votes
from the states. Average out half of
the electoral votes, and a candidate
needs only twelve or thirteen of the
largest states to win the election.
Once again, this is done for the
sake of convenience. Candidates
can campaign in the largest and
most crucial states and bypass others on their way to the oval office.
The most perplexing aspect about
all of this is that the answers to
these problems are incredibly
simple: For the primaries, hold
every state primary on the same
day so that one state does not determine a candidate before everyone
has even had a chance to vote. For
the general election, make it like
every other election held in the
U.S. by having the overall majority win. If the race is split three ways
and no one captures a majority, run
the top two candidates against each
other in a run-off election.
These are simple answers, but
knowing that politicians are fond of
convenience and winter vacations
in New Hampshire, the questions,
unfortunately, will probably never

feel more than a bit cheated out of

be asked.

Political Commentary

Editorial Policy

❑ By Todd Starkweather
Political Columnist
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What is "Lupsoslipaphobia" the fear of?
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"Getting your lips numb off
bad beer and then fencing
while drunk and writing a
book about it."
— Ken Lyons

"It is the fear of slipping up
when trying to talk to someone you want to impress."

"Lupsoslipaphobia is the
fear of falling in spit."

"The fear of getting
sloppy drunk and
getting lippage."

— Chrissy Michaels

— Jen Wrigglesworth

— Holly Krejeci
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Blessed are the TV viewers, for they
shall enforce all of our cultural values

❑By Sundown Stauffer
Staff Writer

I

d' just like to say, for any of
you who have ever read any criticism of television and thought,
`What the hell is this?', I'm on
your side. I think, as an informed
modem citizen, that it is our duty
to preserve, for ourselves and our
posterity, the right to watch TV
uncriticized. Who do these critics
think they are, gushing over all the
so-called "evils" of television? If
they don't like it, then they don't
have to watch it, but don't let them
take away the rights of you and I,
the great American consumers, to
watch whatever shows we want.
It's high time someone stood up
for all of the good things television
brings to our culture.
To start with, it's a great pacifier.
When you've come home from a
long day working at Boeing,
Microsoft or General Electric, what
could be more pleasant than kicking off your shoes and cuddling up
with a bag of microwaveable popcorn to watch "Married with Chil-

dren?" Or for those of you who
like to be stimulated intellectually,
the subtle plot twists and deep characters of "Melrose Place" ought to
satisfy your palette. Television provides you with a range of the artistic expression that's truly appreciated in our culture. Everything,
from current political movements
to what's popular in music, is given
some kind of cursory survey on
television. And it's all covered
with that same economical-yetdetailed style of fast editing, sound
bites and convenient "Cliffs notes
style" overviews. When you watch
something on television, you always know that you're getting all
the pertinent details, selectively,
with nothing unimportant or contradictory left to despoil the purity
of the presentation.
Television is trustworthy. You
might ask, where does television
programming come from? It comes
from the fruitful minds of media
consultants all over the country.
They are hired by the numerous
corporations that invest in television to answer the question, just
what does the American consumer
want to see? They take stock in
what the common American's values are, what moral dilemmas he
or she faces, and turns those findings into television programs written by capable professionals and
sponsored by those same corporations. And what do we do in return? We support the products of
those corporations that support the

shows we like to watch. And in
return again, they give us the programs we like to watch. See how
convenient it is? And you can trust
the corporate sponsors to support
those values which are important
to the average consumer. Anything
else would be unprofitable.
Television is diverse. Whether
you want an evening of pleasant,
low-impact comedy, exciting truelife police drama, the latest in intriguing British mysteries, or good,
cathartic violence, television pro-

that it let's you forget about your
environment, and occupies your
mind while you carry out your
day-to-day requirements. It provides a way of looking at the world
which is uncomplicated, easily
summarized and gratifying to the
senses. Have you ever stopped
watching television for an extended
period of time? It can be a frightening experience. For one thing, it
means that if you want to find out
what's going on in the world, you
actually have to actively seek out

When you watch something on television,
you always know that you're getting all the
pertinent details, selectively, with nothing
unimportant or contradictory left to despoil
the purity of the presentation.
vides you with many options. Isn't
it a relief to know that whatever
isn't covered on television isn't
worth knowing about? Keeping in
touch with current events through
television gives you, the consumer,
more time to focus on important
things like your job, your community, the education of the young,
and your health. Of course, if you
just want to watch more TV, that's
all right too, because you're sharing in the values on which all of the
above are founded.
The best thing about television is

the information and draw conclusions for yourself. Isn't this more
of an inconvenience than it's
worth? Additionally, if there is
some point of controversy, there
aren't any easily accessible summaries of the opposing viewpoints
to choose from. Who needs moral
ambiguities like that?
What is most unpleasant about
the the abstinence from television
is the loss of the foundation of
American culture. Without the
sense of identity that television
provides, how can one determine

Vehicle registration: ufew
tickets waiting to happen 1.‘"3"
aBy Chris Aschauer

myself, "Hey, let's give this a fair
Guest Writer
shake."
So I talked to the secretary at Secutudents. When I say students, I rity. She seemed mighty confused
am talking to all of you, but particu- about the system's details and couldn't
larly the firshrnen. Mainly, those hu- explain its ambiguities a way. So I
mans now living in thedorms who will talked to Todd Badham. The long and
soon be considering where they should the short of it was as follows:
live next year, and a fair number of
If your lights are on, or if your car
them will end up living in on-campus gets hit, then Security will know
housing. What an opportunity. There who to call. That's the benefit. I
are few colleges in the United States don't know about you, but I think I
that actually provide housing to their am responsible enough to turn off
students. I've heard horror stories from the headlights to my car, and if my
my friends who
car doesget hit,
went to UC BerkeI don't think
Personally, I
ley. Of course there
it's going to do
is the issue of the
me
any good to
wouldn't publicly
cost, which is perget the news a
haps a tad on the condone illegal park- couple hours
high side, but
sooner. I'll be
maybe we'll just ing, but what you do
irate either
save that for an- with your car is your way. Maybe
other issue.
I'm just lucky
business, so choose in not having
But I would like
to offer the followbeen hit or
wisely.
ing advice:
burned my batDON'T REGIStery out while
TER YOUR CAR WITH SECU- at school, but the 40 or 50 bucks I've
RITY!!!
paid in tickets sure haven't been
Security Servicesprobably won't be worth it. And won't Security (or
too happy with me for providing this your neighbor) jumpstart your car
advice. I know I'm not getting any for free?
extra credit points to make up for the
Now the drawbacks are a little
direct or indirect metaphoric run-ins more extensive. First of all, if you
we've had, but, frankly, the system is don't register your car, you can park
dumb.
in all the same areas you would be
A while back I thought I should go able to if you did, and more—Jones
register my car with Security. Now, I circle for example. Why limit your
thought this is probably a dumb parking options? And if you do park
move comparable to sticking a bar in the wrong areas, maybe some of
code on my car so security could come the time Security won't ticket your
by with one of those laser pens from car since it won't have that green
the library, scan my car if it was parked badge saying, The owner of this car
wrong (for example, parked crooked has ten bucks burning a hole in her/
in a parking space) and mail me a his pocket. Help them spend it!"
ticket, lickety split. But I thought to Personally, I wouldn ' t publicly con-

S

for oneself what is important or
not? Or what is artistically valuable or not? Or even the difference
between right arid wrong? And then
there's that attitude that people who
have given up television entirely
flaunt so blatantly. As if, somehow, they were more intelligent
than the average person simply
because they don't watch TV. It's
an attitude which is insufferably
arrogant and cutest. American values are founded on the equality of
man, and those who assume that
they are somehow more intelligent
are a threat to those values.
Television, then, holds a vitally
important role in American culture. That's why issues like TV
violence are so crucial, for if we
don't decide what values our children are absorbing, who will? Anybody who opposes this sort of thing
is obviously lacking in any sense
of parental or communal responsibility. Of course, as individuals,
we play an important role in affirming our values by buying the
products of corporations that support the shows we like. Without
television, one loses the sense of
mass culture that's so vitally important to today's home and place
of business. A regular television
viewer is a good consumer, or in
other words, a model citizen. It's
appropriate then, to view those who
don't fit those characteristics with
suspicion and hostility, because,
after all, they don't support American values, do they?
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done illegal parking, but what you
do with your car is your business, so
choose wisely. If Security actually
does give you a ticket for malicious
(is this Todd Badham's favorite
word or what!?) parking, at least
they don't have all the billing infor-

mation right at hand. Make 'em
work a little. They have to get in
touch with the state you're from,
figure out who owns the car and
then find out where you live in
Washington. This will make them
work a little, especially if you're from

someplace like Maine or Maryland.
So I don't know, perhaps the system has been changed since I looked
into it. Maybe you guys should look
into this one for yourself. Whatever
you do, think twice before you register your car for easy ticketing.
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Dunkin saves swimmers

More from the Slogans, Slogans, Slogans Department:

Failed Tacoma
bumper stickers
Immunize Tacoma.
Diagnosed as Tacomatose.
Tacoma. Cold and wet ... kind of like a dog's nose.
Tacoma: Smells like Teen Spirit.
Stake your life on Tacoma's reputation.
I went from Phoenix, Arizona all the way to Tacoma—
and all I got was this crummy bumper sticker.
Tacoma ... better than Fife.

CIBy Sara Dippity
Sports Writer

Retiring UPS Swimming
Coach Dewayne Dunkin
made one final splash at
Wallace Pool before hanging up his whistle last
week when he rescued the
Giblet brothers from almost certain electrocution.
"One moment we were
practicing for the Triple
Synch[ronized Swimming] Meet, and the next

moment we were flopping around like flies on a
BugBlaster," said Teddy
Giblet.
According to witnesses,
one of UPS's Custodial
Technicians (janitors) saw
a wet spot on the floor of
the pool area and tried to
vacuum it up.
"I didn't realize it was
the pool itself!" the custodial techician exclaimed
to Security Services later
that night.

Without wasting a second, Dunkin pulled the
plug on the berserk
Hoover Superflow® Industrial Vacuum and dove
in to save the three Giblet
boys, Tommy, Teddy, and
Timmy.
The three swimmers survived, and were all smiles
by the end of the night.
"I feel so much closer to
Teddy now," said Tommy,
"especially since we're now
fused at the shoulder."

mmrp???????ffmmpog??)

Tacoma, Schmacoma.
Tacoma ... Breeding culture like a petri dish.
Leave your heart in San Francisco.
Leave your wallet In Tacoma.
Hail, Hail, the gang's all here.

Tacoma . .. where there's no such thing as the bad
part of town.
Tacoma. You got a problem with that?
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pen Forums
and other campus events (March 4-10):

The Budget Task Force will be having a good laugh at your
expense at 6 p.m. on Monday in the SUB boardroom. Punch will
be free.
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the UPS Answer Lady
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The UPS Bogman explained
Dear Delores,
Whatever happened to the
UPS Bogman?
The Red Pope
Dear Pope,
You are obviously referring to
"Todd," the well-preserved corpse
that had long been submerged in
the swampy muck of Todd Field
until 1986. As you may remember, this important archeological
find revolutionized what we know
about the history of our university.
Todd was freed from his watery
crypt eight years ago when the
Plant Department's sprinkler system failed for two weeks, causing
the lawns to dry up and actually
become walkable. A land-bridge,
if you will. As the ground solidified and closed together, Todd's
natural hard-headedness caused

him to shoot up from Todd field
like a freshman pimple.
The body was mostly liquified,
appeared haggard with deeply
sunken eyes and a deteriorated
dental structure, and had lost much
of its scalp and digital tissue. In
other words, Todd was a perfectly
preserved science major. He carried a hatchet in his right hand,
apparently a ritual object used for
Homecoming.
Given the presence of the
hatchet, he was originally dated
at 12 years B.F. (Before Fibbs),
sometime in the Lower
Machiavellic era. However, carbon dating showed that he must
have actually been trapped in the
morass of Todd Field much earlier, when the school was still the
College of Puget Sound in the
Middle Eurocentric era. This
would have been before universities had gained dominance among
human societies as the largest private landowners of the wild.

As archeologists scrambled to
reassess their findings, the celebrated Bogman of Todd Field
mysteriously disappeared weeks
later from its laboratory in Thompson Hall. His exact whereabouts have remained a mystery
ever since, though some unsubstantiated rumors have suggested
that he holds a tenured position in
the Philosophy department.
(Dear Joe,
Alright, already, I'll give you a
try. Meet me in study carrel #36
on Monday night at 9:00 PM for a
physics lesson you won't soon
forget!)

If you have a question for
Delores, the UPS Answer Lady,
write it down on the back of the
most random piece of paper you
can find and bring it to the Trail
office and put it into the 'Letters
to the Editor' slot. Napkins also
accepted.

Tuesday, at 8 p.m. in the Rotunda, Bill & Jim of the Plant
Department will be giving a photo essay entitled "Our Greatest
Clogs." In recognition of the event, the SUB will be providing an
encore presentation of its "Mexican Medley."
Crosscurrents staff will be holding a darts tournament at noon on
Wednesday to determine which submissions will be accepted into
the publication. Core staff members only please.

Choosing
an English major

ProlCon:

PRO: Everyone is doing it.
PRO: Departmental backstabbing.
PRO: Getting to know Kris
Bartanen.
PRO: Knowing how to spell
"Will work for food."
PRO: Ability to B.S. is an important job skill.

CON: Norton's Anthology-induced back pain.
CON: Having to spend even
more time in the library.
CON: Professors' offices have
self-locking doors.
CON: Nitwit Lit Crit & Brit Lit.
CON: Résumé will take you
about as far as Café Wa.

"The Combat Zone" is intended as a satirical work and, as such, has
been set off from the rest of this paper. Resemblences to any person,
place, thing or other entity without satirical intent are strictly
coincidental.

— The Trail: Redefining the First Amendment —
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Campus Music Network Presents...

SAYRA RUNS THE
WEASEL
THURSDAY, MARCH 3
10:00 PM

IN THE CELLAR
FREE
It's a Dance!

Moonlight Serenade
Friday, March 4th
7:30 to 11pm
at a Secret Location
Admission is FREE
but limited to 150 people

Tickets available at the Info

Center

Shuttle Leaves from Sub to Gig every half hour starting at 7:00 pm.
Sponsored by ASUPS Special Events

The

FLYING KARAMAZOV BROTHERS

have been RESCHEDULED
They will play Thursday, March 3 in the Great Hall!!
Same ticket prices hold.
Any questions please call Wayne at x3719 or Serni at x3366
CAMPUS FILMS PRESENTS

THE FUGITIVE
March 4th, 5th & 6th: FRI. & SAT. 7:00 & 9:30pm, SUN. 6:00 & 8:30
Admission is $1.00 with UPS ID, $2.00 without.

